Thick section stereo microscopy.
To evaluate the three-dimensional character of the coated pit regions, sections -3000 A thick were cut using a diamond knife and these were viewed with a Hitachi HU-12A electron microscope at 100 kV using an HK-6 tilting specimen stage. Stereo pair micrographs were taken at ± 6#{176} at identical magnification without counterstains.
Quatitation of pit labeling. Thin sections of specimens processed by the experimental protocols noted in Table   1 were viewed at 50 kV and cell profiles were randomly examined. Any clearly clathrin-coated structure (-1 500 A diameter) that was located near the plasma membrane was examined for clear evidence of marker labeling and a constant tally of labeled or unlabeled structure was kept on mechanical hand counters up to a minimum of -400 total coated structures counted for each sample. The percentage of labeled pits was then computed as shown in Table   2 . Protocol VI is not included
ii.: for the receptosomal compartment, as previously described (7). Some of these experiments also involved labeling with markers to which the cell is impermeable, as those shown in Table 2 . Under these circumstances, a2M labels would have been incubated with cells at 4#{176}C for 30 mm at 50 sg/ml a2M prior to the impermeant marker protocol.
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Morphologic Appearance of Labeling
Variability. The dense labeling of many coated pits as shown in Figure  1 A-D is typical of most pits at the cell surface.
However, the interpretation of the lack of labeling of pits is sometimes difficult due to significant variations in the degree of labeling with both ruthenium red and Con A-HPR. Figure 2 shows the variations in labeling seen with these markers from heavy labeling in Figure  2A -E to more subtle, less intense, labeling in Figure  2F -O. Figure   1B ,D,F; but membranes in contact with ruthenium red preserve their bilayer structure selectively over membranes that are not in contact, as shown in Figure  1A ,C,E. In these cxperimental protocols then, the preservation of bilayer structure has been used as an additional criterion of extracellular communication, even if a large deposit of ruthenium red is lacking.
Note, for example, the bilayers preserved in the coated pits in Figure  2F -O. Even in Figure  2M and 0, where very little precipitate is seen, the bilayer preservation serves as a marker for extracellular communication.
Also, in Figure  2C ,D,E examples of another common observation are shown in which a heavily labeled pit and a poorly labeled pit occur very close together. Figure  2C shows clear communication between these pits and Figure  2E suggests a connection between the two pits. The significance of this pattern of labeling is not clear.
Cryptic pits. Figure 3 shows Figure  4A ,B shows tortuous pits apparently stretched into the cell, in an experiment using an a2M-HRP conjugate label. Figure  4C shows a tortuous-necked pit in an experiment from protocol VI, when cells were labeled with Con A-HRP at 4#{176}C
and then warmed to 37#{176}C for 1 mm. A similar image caught in a slightly different plane of section is shown in Figure  4D .
Another frequent observation is the balloning of the tortuous neck shown in Figure  4E -L, often with the ballooned segment being eccentrically placed with respect to the pit. Figure  41 has the most easily interpreted appearance and serves as the prototype of these structures. Figure  4G ,H,I,K. Figure  4M- ... . ' . . 
Speculations on the Mechanism of Receptosome Formation
We have found that coated pits are stable elements continuously attached to the plasma membrane which undergo some form of morphologic alteration to allow an endocytic event to occur in which clustered ligand is transferred into a receptosome.
A scheme outlining the possible steps in such a process is shown in Figure  6 . We propose that the cryptic pit shown at 37#{176}C is an essential element of the internalization process and participates as follows: 
